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Fight the War Propaganda. Share the Awareness.
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They are at it once again. The warmongers are crawling in the dark path of deception,
looking for sinister ways to fulfill their desire for more power, money, killing and destruction.

In the past few weeks, Global Research brought a different view of the Iranian threat to the
attention of its readers. Unlike the mainstream media, Global Research exposed the lies
pertaining to the so-called Iranian nuclear threat.

In his article, Washington’s Black Ops against Iran, Dr. Ismail Salami shows how the U.S.
Congress is contemplating a wide range of gruesome covert operation against the Islamic
Republic of Iran:

Retired Army Gen. John Keane told a hearing of two key subcommittees of the House
Committee on Homeland Security on Wednesday, “We’ve got to put our hand around their
throat now. Why don’t we kill them? We kill other people who kill others.”

The inside story of the “assassination plot” against the Saudi Ambassador on U.S. soil, the
fake intelligence on the alleged Iranian nuclear program, the military roadmap, all  this
information is free on Global Research.

Information is free, however awareness is priceless. To provide its readers with crucial
information and to keep on fighting the shameless war propaganda, Global Research needs
its readers’ contributions. Here are various ways to collaborate:

1. Become a member and get a Free Book! Click here for details

2. Buy our latest Ebook for only 5$! Read the preface and get all the details here

3. Buy a book or a DVD! Go to our online store

4. Make donation here

You can also share the awareness by inviting your friends to subscribe to our Newsletter or
by  simply  posting  our  articles  on  your  Facebook.  Those  small  gestures  make a  huge
difference.

Thank you for your unyielding support and collaboration,

The Global Research Team
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